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INTRO DUC TION'

(a) The im ortance of French and Soviet ex erience
The 19711975 five-year period corresponds respectively to the sixth economic and social develop-
ment 1an of France.1/ and the ninth Soviet natiOnal,economy development plan 2_/ ., Today, therefore,

-T the USSR an-iongst socialist cotintries, and France amongst the planned 'semi-liberal' economies,
'-=: have the longest experience in the field of economic and social planning.

,

Right from the first-Soviet five-year-plan, all economic and social actiVities, jncluding
ethication, were integrated into the plan. In France, the first plan covered only' certaili economic
sectors considered as of priority impOrtance during the initial relaunching of the French economy-,10
then devastated by the war (power, steel, transportation, farm machinery,and building materials):
by the second plan (1954-1957) all social and economic activites were integrated into the planning
work; and the- first_educational plan relates.to this period.

Owing among other things to differentiations in the organizatio_n of the production and

distribution system, the French and Soviet plans dIffer both in the methodology of their conception
and how they are implemented. In actual fact, the differences concern more how the plan is
carried into ,effect than techniques fOr forecasting the future of the economy and determining growth
targets.

*

(b) The specific nature of the French and Soviet experience
Although these two experiences are not strictly identical, at all events, both France and the USSR
have 17sairly highly induatrialised economies, and agricultural production accounts for only a minoi^''

share of the domestic product.
The experience gained by these two countries cannot therefore be simply transposed to other

, .

'countries. However, certain guiding principles and methods of organization, and especially those
concerning'the relationships between the educational plan and the general economic and social plari,
are of interest to all countries that aspire to inip_rove or.set up thetr own planning system.

1/ The first French plan, covered the 1948-1953 period.
2/ The first Soviet plan COvered the 1928-1932 period.

fi



introduction

(c) The limitations of the present paper
Within the deliberately confined framework of this paper, it is not possible to present all the
aspects of educational planning in the USSR and France. We must therefore confine ourselves to
dealing in order with a-number of major aspects 1/, leaving for the discussion a more detailed-
rev_ew of other matters which those attending the conference consider as of particular importance:

1/ The REP s already published in 1967, in French and English, a
major, work entitled 'Educational planning in the USSR'.



I. THE VARIOUS ASPECTS OF INTEGRATING THE EDUCATIONAL PLAN
INTO THE OVERALL SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC PLAN

Within an oVerall planning Concept, the educational plan cannot be prepared without reference to the
general plan end in fact, quite on the contrary, forms part and parcel of this plan.

The educational objectives of the plan (general education, vocational and technical education,.
youth and adult education) form at one and the same time one of the major iocial objectives of the'

. plan (raising the.cultural level of the population) and one of the means of carrying the plan into effect,.
(training of sldlled and highly skilled workers). These Objectives cannot be determined rationally
without an understanding of the gezzel al pattern of development-of the economic and social sectors
as a whole. At all events, the material, financial and human means' allocated to the educational
system are necessarily taken into account in the fundamental economic balances, the conditions of
which the economists strive to determine during the plan preparation period and the achievement of
which they attempt to 'guarantee during the period of the plan.

.
A. The major functions of the central planning bodies

In both the USSR and in France, the bodies responsible for fact-finding and analysis in order_to
prepai-e the plan have the following main tasks:

(a) Exploration of possible avenues of development
<

The elaboration of possible models of the future economy from studies of the'trend in 5.ndividual ,and

collective consumption; these models of die future economy take the form Of 'projections' of the
national accounts during the period covered by the plan:

The determination of variants of the grOwthrate, the reSpective development of individual
'and collctive consumption, distribution of income, Workihg_hours, etc; these varf.ants, the number
of which cannot be unlimited, enable the political authorities to choose betWeen the various possible
policies.

(b) Co-ordination of the setting of sectoral targets
The 'rough outlines' of the plan prepared at the start of the planning process (by the Gosplan 1/1
the USSR and the Co:nmissariat du Plamin France) and adopted as Starting assumptions by the
authorities must be thorough-going for each of the major branches of-economic and social activity;

,

the oveall co-ordinating bodies of the planning system must sponsor and co-ardinate the work of
specialist bodies (the Gosplan departments in the USSR and the 'vertical' committees of the,
Commissariat du Plan in France) responsible for exploringothe ir'end in the various sectors.
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Integrating the educational plan inIo the economi.- and social plan:
!.orne aspects of,French and Soviet experience.

(c) Permanent verification of the coherence of sectorar objeczives and the
fundamental laaances of-the plan

Ti:eparpose Q.:: the plan is to bring -aboillt as fast a rate of growth as possible_ However,, there can
be no continuity in this growth unless dmdamental economic balances are maintained.

. 1: Balance tietwe It labour supply and demand
(verifiCatdon th t human resources are fully employed and compatibility between
the production targets and existing labour supply.);
General econo nic balance
(productiOn-consuMption balance and inter-industry ',rade tables);

TI:Ixport-im_po tI balance

The desirable growth of foreign trade must as far as possible take place
in balanee andj the plan must denne how:tia.acnieve Liu s-balccia_

4. 'Savings-inveutment' balance
_

- This balance ictates. the entire eXecution of the plan since, if savings
(public and D iv at e ) are inadequate, it is imposSible to achieve the-productive
investments v, hich govern growth of production and-the collective investments__
(schools, hos- itáls, etc. ) projected within the plan. The search for a rising
rate' of investment is one of the major 'difficulties facin'g planners 1/

5 :.- Balance betw en 'public resources'and public expenditures'
In seeking th.s balance, the validity of che 'collective consumption' objectives-within the plciln can be guaranteed.

-

B. The developr ent of the educational system and the fundamental
balances f t e plan

Most of the various fundamental balances that have to be obtained to achieve steady growth
call into question the nature and scope of the quantitative and qualitative expansion targets of the
edueational syst em. .

(a) The balance'

such as that .of the USSR and Franc
between 'labour supply and demand'in a full,einployment economy

. -is dependent on the development of enrolments in two ways:..
quantitative v, the expansion of enrolments (raising the school-leaving age
and spontan .ous development of secondary and higher studies) temporarily

'reduces the number of young workers, and this factor': must be-allowed for
when analys'ng the conditions of 'supply and demand' balanse during a
five-year plan; naturally, thisconsideration is particularly important in a
country Wh se economy suffers from lack of labour(as has been the case in
theUSSR sice 1945);

ualitativel
expanding e
or outside t
economy fo
prograMme
following ch

skilled or highly-skilled worker demand can only be met'in an
onomy throusgh vocational and technical training organized within
le school framework; from this standpoint, the demand of the
trained personnel is bound to influence the content of the training

3 in the educational plan, and we shall return tO this point, in the
apter.

1/.'f his obs !rvation'is parLcularly valid for the developing countries.

10



.
The various aspects of integrating the educational plan
info ihe,overall social and economic plan

(b) The balance between savings and investments must allow for final.eina-

construction of schools at ail levels; this is no minor problem since the cost of building schoois
represents about 1 per cent of.the Gross National F'rodue (GNP) in mo'st industrialised countr.ie
and in the majority of cases this cost is financed by public savings.

.-
(c) The balance between public resources and public expenditures obviously

allows for educational expenditures paid out of public funds (State budget, protidcial or local
.

budgets, .i. e. in most cases the greater part of expenditures); _allowing fOr the possible inci ease
in public resources that can be expeCted from the growth of the economy, the problem comes Own

-0

to predicting the share that can be allocated to the schplastic and extra-scholastic educational
system with allowance for all other-State:financed services (gerferal education,- heal-tiforct:1,
justice, etc. ).

It is within the framework of such projections of the trend intax revenue and the desirable
allocation of public_resources that the relative weight of the financial constraints ori..the quantktative

and qualitative development of the educational system enierkes. The.burden of financial constraints

varies with each country, even amongst developing countries 1/. .However, for the most' part,
tentative projections of the limits of public -resources that can be allocated to qducation during the
period of the plan may oblige the planners; ..

to set an order of priority for the objectives of the edubational plan 2/;

to resort to alternative enrolment methods (full-time school or evening
classes, correspondence courses) 3/ in order to reduce,expenditures;
to seek other methods of financing (e. g. diversification of resources, etc. ).

1/ For some, the tax revenue frorn petroleum products has radically
changed the fundamentals of this problem.
2/ The arst Soviet plan(1928-1932) limited the dUration of cotnpulsory
schooling in rural areas to'four years, and this rule was applied until 1949
3/ The USSR has broadly followed this policy'since the end of the

econd World War at:the secondary specialised and higher educ.ational levels;
furthermore, such a policy is not exclusirely determined by financial
conditions. With the ninth.plan (1971-19,75); on the other hand; the USSR
wishes to generalise a complete secondary education (7 to 17 years).

11



A.

RELATIONSHIP'S HE±WfFN TEE DEVELOPI\1ENT OF THE STRUCTURE
AND QUALIFICATIONS OF THE ACTIVEpapt-Lxnay AND TH'E
DZVELOPMEj\T OF TECHNICAL VOCATIONAL _TRAINING

General considerations

(a) \ ocafional afid technical training: an integral part of the educational plan
As we have seen (cf: ChanterI), 'the development-of enrolments affects the balance of, labQur supply

.

and demand; noweyer, this aspect of the relationship.between the devel'opn.ent of the working

population arid that of eniolrnents is relatively marginal; it plays an important part only on the
asstimption of a severe quantitative shortage of labour. More-important are the relations that must
be established between: (1) the development of the-employment stilucture and worker qualifications

..ariiingrirorn the advance in production techniques andithe expansioh of the' economy,. and (2) the
- vocational and technical training programmes to be included'in.the educational-plan.

Any school system has three ultimate aims: to train the man, the citizeil and the peoducer.
Training of the man (development of individual aptitudes and the personality) and that of the citizen,
(fostering participation.of'the child in social life, apprenticeship in denaocFacy, etc. ) have_ long been
the essential objectives- of educational systems. The requirements of economic development and,

,
in Particular, industrialisation have given the school a more important role in training the producer,
from the skilled worker to the scientist.

Introduction Of the 'labour demand' factor in preparing school and university i3lans still gives
rise to ischolarlt- controversies. At this juncture, -we propose merely to confine ourselves to: .

considerations. f 'cornlnon sense'.
.rnatter of deciding whetikr'.pli:,-ied education must be established with the 'labour

h 'or the 'social dérnand' approach. When setting the_objectives of-an educational\
one has to aria.1\se all the facto'rs that may decide the pattern of development of the educational

4.1

It is not
demand'. approa

plan,

. system:

\

Of allthes'e

demographic: (development of school-age_nowlation)
1

sociological:or 'sodial demand' (rising aspiration of families
children enrolled in all levels of education)

'economic: (need to-train the skilled personnel needed for economic
deelopment)
olitical: (relationships between the development of the educational- system

anI democracy)
factor4, vocational and technical training is only one amongst several elements.

to see their

its level of priority has varied historically since, e)kept for training in universities, vocational and
technical training systems in schools are relatively recent; today, industrialisation I/ has created
rising needs to train skilled andhighly-skilled personnel that can only be satisfied by specialised

----.-Thinstitutions (scholastic or extra:-scholastic), the development of which is one aspett.of educational
planning: .

1/-The new techniques of agritultural production.
0

o



_Relationships between the developmem of the structure and quail::
of the active population and the development of Ieclmi cal vocatitla

(b) The d1fficuhv of_predicting the develoomenz of the structure -and
nualifications of the active populal.ion

The embodiment of addlti4nal vocational and technical-training programmes in the educational pian

prc-supposes initial exploration of the future requirements of The economy for skilled personne.
c. _.

This prior assessment of requirements encounters a twofold difficulty:.
1. The difficulty of making long-term employment forecasts

&-

The initial difficulty is the time-lag between immediate sTiort.-term labour requiremems, which arise
from economic development during the four or five-year period of the plan, and the resuhs of-new
tra:ining programmes 1/ embodied in the plan, which start Yielding results only five to twelve years
aftey -the elementary education cycle, depending or. the duration of training.

Except for accelerated vocational training for adults or short vocational training courses
')

(one or TWO Years). it is impossible tie meet additional requirements for skilled labOur or special. ,
....... .. . .

within the Period of the econoMic plan by means of new training programmes oreanized during, . _....
% .

in.the main, these new p'rogr hmmes yield benefit only during the subsequent plan dr prfins.. - -.

For this re.aon, particularlN at the highe level, vocational and technical iraining progl.ar.t.y.es
-

should be directed in acc:ordance with longpr-terrn forcasts (ten or twelve years) concer'ng
structure and qualifications of .the ;working, population.
-c

universakly accepfed that these forecasts are highly difficult to make sinee they
imply an understanding ten or twelve years in advance of:

a
the structure Of pconomic production by sector 2/
the,development of production techniques arising front the progress .tif
research:.

The nature df the correlLionship's between jobs and schoolequalifications-,
.A second major uncertainty concerns the natuieof the correlationships that must be established

.between jobs and qualifications. In order' to trp.nSlate labour demand into training progrrnmes
there rmist be correlatiohships that- are k'n(iwn-and relatively stable between thetteaining imparted in
the various types of school and the various job categories. Now, except 'for professions governed by

-1/'Which in most cases imply the .setting-up of new establishments arid
training delays which are .very often extremely long. .

2/ At a certain level of development, It is increaSiiigly difficult to:predict
the pattern of consunier behaviour and the nature of future production

. .pyograrnmes of goods or- services.

0-



intez-ratinethe educational plan into the economic and social plan:
some aspects of French and Soviet experience

rules and regudations (doctors, public office, etc. ) these correiationships are only too-often
inadequately known: furthermore they are not rigid.in character and may vary w.th time as a.
function of the very development of the educational system

The outcome of this, as ail examination of act.Cial ronditions shows, is that highly diverse
qualitative solutions can be given to training systems for the same !oh.

For industrialised countries -suchas France and the USSR, the curri,nt trend is firs- to
organize all vocational and technical training on the basis of a wide general education (8, 10 or

1,1i., 12 years) and second to make such training as multivalent as possible 2/. This is a desirable
3

hoilcvfrorn all sti.indpoints. However, it is,expensave: owing to financial constraints, it cannot be
purely and simply transpos'ed to the developing countries

B. The nature and importance of the relationships between the_planning of
employment and the development of specialist training in the USSR

(a) General principles
The USSR is undoubtedly one of the countries of the world in which planners have made the greatest
efforts to co-ordinate trairiiiig programmes for skilled and highly-skilled personnel with forecasts
of requirements arising from economic development.

The Soviet-methodology for .planning the training of siilled labour (inclustr'S., agriculture,
services, -etc. ) and specialists (medium and'higher-level supervisory staff).is described in detail
in'the.JIEP publication 'Educational planning in the USSR' (Paris, 1967 7 295 pages). In the,present
paper we can-do no more than summarise.some of the salient features of Soviel:experience,.
confining-ourselves to the planning of medium-level staff (technicians, etc. ) and higher-level staff V
(scientists, 'teach.ers; engineers, doctors,' lawyetrs, sociologists, etc. )..

. As regards, vocational training of skilled or semi-skilled labour, the 'balances' of labour
drawn uptwithin the framework of the five-year plan reveal quantitative and qualitative r uirernents
whieh provide a basis for school vocational training programmes (vocational and technical schools,
under the State Committee of the Council of-Ministers) or out-of-school training (shorter training .

organized by enterprises).

1/ The evolution of the specialist qualifications of the working population
governs the scope and nature of vocational and technical training prograpimes.
However, conversely,- it is the developmept of the educational system itself
(for fnstance the length of compulsory Oneral education).that Overns thelvz.el
of general qualification of the labour market as a *hole, aside fr-6.7n pu're1y
professional requirements.

- .

21 To facilitate the retraining and subsequent refresher courses lhat will be
required by new techniques.
3/ In the USSR.zthe expression 'middle and high-level executives' is embodied
in the designation 'specialists', i. e. staff formed in higher eduCation establish-
ments (universities and speciallsed institutes) and secondary specialised
establishments (technicurns). .

... .

1.4 12



Itelationships between the development-of the structure and qualifications ,,
of the uctive population and we:development of teghnical vocational trairfing

The_preparation of!specialists! :training programmes to be carried out in the fratnework
of a ikve-year.plan is based on a Prior revietv of mu
rSovierplanpers have striven to develop the mc
have gradually been improved in the light of

Right from the outset,-two methods werk-

the first, mainly synthetic, is bPsed on the long-term e2-,trapolation flO years)
of superVisory staff trends in the variotks branches of eCbnornic and cultural
ectivity: this is the 'satibration rate method' (Coeffitsient nasyhchennosti)j.
the other, whichis more analytic, is founded on detailed enquiry among
enterprises and service§ t6learn thgerequiremehts fon specialists expressed
by users during the period of the plan (five years). These surveys are
conducted on the basis of an official classification of jobs to be filled by
sPecialists with higher or specialised secondary tra:ning (nomenclature
dolzhnostei).

-:-

!

r .

term' requirement s. Since .1928,

ing methods possibk th.es,e methods

The purpose of these projections is to asseSs the number of specialists (renewal and additional
deMand) who are to start work during the period studied and on this baLs to .determine year by year
the Oeinand fOr recruitment in specialist training est`ablishments., In this way, the recruitrient require-,

rhérby.speciality egtablished by the Feberal Gosplan and the Gosplans of the Republics working
jointly with the Ministry of Higher and-Secondary Specialised Education arid the Econcimic Ministries
are
,

used"for determinineenrolment quotas in training establishments 3t, .thereby fixing the develop-,
0ment plan of these establishments.

Naturally; this-is not ptirely and simplS,oa qinearuextension of the existing system of staff
trairning, since at the same.time the services of the c3epartments of the Ministry of Education for
Hiper ancl.Secondary SPecialised Education consider.the changes necessary in the syllabUses of the
spedialisations already being taught or the 61:seation of new speciaiiti,es rendered necessary, by
sCientific and_technical"developinent.

..
*(b) M ethcid of appraising requirements 'for specialist§ on the basis of

job Classification .
s. .....4 a. .. .. I.. wwwww ........ Y.... .. Mk 1.1 00.

1Wis method starts with the preps:ration of a job classification for all sectons of activity (industrial,
i -agricultural, commercial, tertiary, etc,,) which must in principle be-filled by people holding a di`ploma

, , .... . .,,.:^-.. . from,the !technicums or higher-education establishment§. In this classification, the level of. -.,
...? .

trainingand-specialityrequired is lairl down for each occupation.
_

.-,

. .. ..._. . .

1/ The.word 'saturation' does not eveke the idea, of maxinium,-but rather that
of !desirable' or 'optirnal.1.rate:

...' .V_ AccOrding to the list of ApecialitieSqaught inhigher sad secondary.. .

specialised .education establishments..
, .

,

the enrolment 'quotas' include all.training methOds:fUll-time,. a,N;ening
claSses andcorrespondenc.e cOurses. Each uriiversity dean receives every
year instrifotions concerriing4he number of students to be en.rolled by speciality

, and method of training.
f
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Integrating the educational plan-into the economic.and social plan:
some aspects of French and Soviet-experience

.._

Naturally, in real life, particularly during the initial Soviet plans, not all the jobs considered."
could.be satisfied by those holding diplomas and many were filled by 'pradticians' ('praktiki') who

. .

compensated for the lack of a diploma by professional experience; gradually, 7with tire development of
school training, the 'specialist' jobs are tending to he set qs .or those holding diplomas,. an'd
,enroithent programmes for training establishrnentsare preim accOrdingly.

The starting-pointufor proyecting Staff requirements u ilic USSR Is therefore the predeter-.
mination o: an official 'jobs-qUalifications!balance.

rrhe recluirenients of p.soppiii. undertakings and adminiStrative departments are subject to
periodic investigations; they are lssessed on the basis of concrete development plans for the domestic

.economy and culture.

These are t,ranstribed on standard forms drawn up by the Gosplan and the Federal Ministry
for Higher.anciSecondary Specialised Education and collated at the various hierarchic.af levels,

Demand pi'ojectionS are prepared: .

either for. the period of the five-year plan (medium-term projections"
- or for each year of the pIan (annual surveys).

The medium-lerm projections (five years) arePrepared when the plan itself i§ prepared and 05.
, .

are used lin part (see later) for preparing training plans; projections for the coining year are used to
develop 4istribution and employment plans for young specialists leaving rhe edutational establishments..

The queStionnaires filled inby the enterprises or adniinistrative departments indicate the
total number of jObs and the number of specialist jobs;,this information Shows the-prop1ortion of

.

specialists to thre total number of workers for-eacirtn:a ch of activity arid the ratio between the
number of speciali:sts with higher or with Se.condary training.

ThiS method,provides precise information (insofar as the enterprises are capable of
accurately expressing their requirements) on.the number of specialists needed during the period of
the plan, though it dbecb not permit the long-term projections (ten.to twelve years) which are
indispensable for planning:

---tremraffre-rfrr
-the extension of the physical infrastructure of training establishments;
the recruitment arid training of.the teaching staff for these establishments:

,FOT these reasons, a seeond method of evaluating requirements for specialists, knoWn as
the 'saturation-rates method', is used in parallel with the' first one.

1 4
J

1 6
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.(c) Method Of asSessing requirerngnts for specialists on the basis of
the 'S'attiratiori rates'.

.Whereas the' 'job-classification' method is applied on the basis of concrete medium-term plans known',

by each enterpris.e or service, the 'saturatiOn-rates' .method is based on an overall view:of the
'longer-term development of the working population, its breakdown by major sector of activity and
the development of the proportion of hi staff in each branch.

The major stages in this are:
1. Evaluation ; tialworking population on the basiS of general

population pry jecb
2. Forecasts of the distribution of the working poPulation by major economic

_sector,. allowing for the long-term prospeats -of the development of :

production and produttivity-_fOr each,
3.. Study of the present proportion (per 1,.01)0 Workers) of secOndary and higher-

education trained specialistS'in the various sectors and its trends in the past.'
4. Extrapolation accordirigto ,niethods pecue,liaro.to each .sector of the trends nôted

in the develop/lent of sUpeilvisory.staff up to the period planned. t-

5. Corresponding as.sessmentof 4he !stock' of specialists needed dUringthe
various years'ofothe perie,d,.coverd.by planning,''fi;orn which are deduced
the recruitment requil-ements and training plan's (enrolment leVe)s in the
various types- of establishment). :

The reasonedextrapolation of past trend's item 4 above) leads to.an.overall appraisal of the
number of specialiSts per branch, which Must then be broken down into, grouPs of specialities. This

breakdown is made using other teChniques: one must analyse the structure of the specialisations .for
each branch oractivity while, without extrapolating mechanically, attempting tO iMagine the future
structure of specialisations (ten tO twelve- years in advance); basing oneself ori recent trends 1/ or
on the stUdy of the structure of the most mOdel,n enterprises in the branch under consideration.

(d) Complementaritrofthe two projection methods used and the difficulty
of the problenis to be solved

The 'classification' method gives relatively accurate infórrnation on -the desirable trends in staffing
during fire p erio rorTliTifirifirRiFirThltiree7r61711-679-66":1177reiglitrirprairrIT-017M-MiteraitettlYirttrre-7-7

of the working population In 1970: The elements tiTiul.i.orovided for 1970 represent a .vital pointer for
-

the subsequent extrapolations madeln the 'saturation-ratesi.method.
In addition, by using the 'two methods simultaneously during the period of the five-year plan,

results can be cornpare.d, difficulties pinpointed, and one can conie to closer grips with the ieal
. problems.

1/ These trends are revealed by, surveys conducted using the 'classification'
method.
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, .

-

In theory, the combination of the two Methods is a logiCal solution to the problems a-s a
whole, na

In ac.

long-term (ten years or more) projections based on medium-term .
projections enable the enrolment programmes for each year of the plan
to be determined, together with the relevant additional requirements
(preinises, teachers, etc. ); '

- yearly enquiries of enterprises represent the basic tool-for placing in
lent he Specialists leaving educational establishments.
qion ofthese forecasting nn.. hods raises highly complicated .

prOblems which it is difficult to solve completely, owing firstly to the rapid development of -

,
production methods and techniques and secondly to the uncertainty as to the quantitative develop-

,

ment of production per sector.-
, A knoWledge of requirements for specialists ten years in advanae preSuppOses that the

production.-t-echniques that Will be einployed in two years' time are likewise knoWn. OwMg to the,i . . 4
.

rapid pace of-scientifit and technical progress, any such projectiOn is:extremely speculative. In.
: .. N .afysefice of ariybetter solution, ai_has been:stated, Soviet planners use the best poSsible apprOXi-

..

: mations and in particular assUme that in .a future which varies With the period of .use of the invest-
. .

1-neritS, the'Secloi: as a wl-ible the.productiOn techniq.r; of the. Most up-to:date existing
enterprises.

qurth,ermore, lon'g-fe-rm pn,spects (t./-1 or fifteen yea/s) 0ThrpAuction er s'ebtor,.. which
form the basis fo .the breakdown of the working population 6)ar,r, )h (c) 2./ are tlfernselves highls
uncertain, owing t-j) pOsSible changes in consumer behaViour .or, .,rticular, to new changes in the
u,se of raw ma ,_ and a margin of error is practically un-, Wein this area. i?

(e) Conclusion

These difficuaties show that the prOjections of Soviet planners dO not constitute simple Mechanism
.which can infallibly'.adjust the fluctuating needs of a constantly changing economy but are, on the
contrary, a complex undertaking whose methodology must be.continuously improved.

C. , Projection:of employment in France and the tendency towards-second and .
third-level professional and technical studies

:We propose ht.:re to cOnfine ourselVes to the experience of the fifth French plan (1966-1970).

_ 1 For instance, replacement of metal by plastics.
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Relationships between the development of the structure and qualifications
of the active population and the development of technicP.:1 vocational training

-

(a) The long-term employment projections .(1978) of the Labo6r Committee
of the Commissariat General duPlan

With the fifth plan, the Lab Our Committee of the General Commissariat for the Plan studied the
conditions of equilibrium of labour supply and demandduring the period:concerned, while also
attempting to discov4r what would be.the best training to give the five millionFrenchmen who would
curnmence their Working lives between 1971 and 1978.

The study of the development of the employment structure up to 1978 was conducted using..
the method of reasoned extrapolht i trends since 1954 (similar.-to -the 'saturation rates' of
the USSR).

Th.e jobs to be provid,ed were classified intO si.,c qualification levels, as under:
Level I : 'postL,gradUate' higher studies
Level II' : first-degree higher stddies ;x. _

Level III short-cycle higher studies Ce. g. Urdversity Institute Of Technology)
Level iV : badCala,...rat .and technical certificate
Lev,1 V : skilledworker Certificate
. 'el VI : compulsory school-beaving certificate

For each of these (except Level IV), j.O.bs are broken down by major type of training.
T.ahre:1 gives the results. c These projectiona for the 1962-1970 and 1962-1.78 periods 1; .

From Table 1 one ,can ,..;ee that the 5,300,000 workers starting their active lifebetween
1971 arid 1978, must hav ti. the l'iThwing qualifications:

,.

and II : 10. 3 %

11.0 crio

tsI V : 125 ff:,

_ . e ve,1 V : 43.3 0/0

i 1'1 22,9 %

.11

1 The L.971-1978 period can be Obtained by subtraction.
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Table 1. Requirements by level and typ'e of training 1/

'Lev As I and II Higher education graduates
Law and commercial
Science and engineering
Humanities
Medicine and pharmacy
Other lpvel I and II training

1962-1970 1962-1978

.161.0 329. 8
213. 6 444. 6
90.5 192. u
52.7 114.9
7. 8 16.9-

T4otal
as % of main fotal

525. 6
9. 8

..1 09.8..5-.
10:3

Le'vel III :

..._

III DC
III E
III-L
III S .

III SS

Holders' of diplomas from the University '

Institutes of T echnology. 2/

Law and,,,comrnercial
Education
Humanities.
Science and engineering -
Health arid. social

183.7
125:3

23.5
110. 8
79.9

357.\1
309.2.
58. 6.

241. 5.
204. 6

.Total-

.as % of main total,
532. 2

9. 7
1 171.0

11.0

Level IV : Full baccalauréat andotechnical Certificate
IV A Agriculture 72. 8 132. 7,.
IV B Industry 221. 0 499. 2
IV C The administration (ciVil service . _ i.7.9. 359.7
IV D Commerci-al 153. 8 272. 2
IV SS _Health and social_services_ . 11, 0 27.4
IV X. Other training at full baccalauréat or

technical certilicate level 191.2 -_46, 7

Total ; 657.7 1 337.9
as % of main total 1,2. 3 12.5

Level V Holders of.C. A. i3. add B..E. I=:;. C. diplomas
V A Agriculture 94.4 .167.5

. V B Industry ° 1 241.9 2 361.2
.9

V D Commercial : 248. 3 - 434.5
V SS Health 'and social ervices 87.9 2040.

Other C A. P. level training' 226,2 486. 2
Total 2 403. 8 4 615_3

..as % of mainldtal 43. 3

Level VI : CompulSory school-leaving certificate 1 249,0 2 440. 2
as To of main total. 22..9

GRA'11""D TOTAL 5 359. 3 10 662.9
Percentage 100. 0 100:0 ,

1/ The table embodies the effect of.occupational changes of farm workers._
2/ Or equivalent establishments.
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Relationships between the.development of the structure and qualifications-
of the active populationand the development Of technical vocational training

(b) Determining the flows of students to be traine.d at the various levels
Table 2 shows the average flows of Pupils and students adopted as target Tor 1972-1975 inthe fifth
plan.

.
.

A comparisosn of Table 1 with Table 2 shows that flows of ptipils emerging from.the educational
:,

system and which form the objective of the-end of lhe fifth year have been patterned 1/ On the mean
structure of the qualifications of the Poptgation whiCh will start working life between 1971 and 197 8 2/:

12 per cerit of the age7groups must enter 'iong!.higher educntio.
8 per cent of the age-groups must.enter 'short' higher education

15 per cent of the age-groups must enter technical-second-cycle
secondary (teChnicians) education

.
40 per cent of the age-groups must take full-time vocational training
25 per cent will start. activectlife directly on leaving school, with part-time,
vocational training: -

In this way, a close link is Set up between the desirable qualifications of those newly joining-
the;working population; Jaid down by the Labaur Committee, and the development that it is desired
AO impart..to.the edudational system through the Objectives.of the fifth_ plan.

, .

(C) Pupil and student guidance: the deciding factor.in achieving the objectives
of the French educationqplan

The fifth.eduLational plan..(196.6-1P:0) must therefore result in the creation of a training !supply'
, ,

correspOnding to the desirable structure of the qualifications a those joining the Working. population
between 1971 and 1978. This supply has in, fact 'been gradually created by carrying out thathvestrnents.

. ,

provided in the fifth plan. However, to carry out the plan properly, ppils and students must follow
career lines in accordance with this supply.,

in second-level education the gui'dance systain, which is organized systematically at the-end
of the common secondary first-cycle stream, has succeeded in diViding the flows of pUpils in accor-
dance with the major objectives of the plan; e.g:, at the beginning of the 19701971, school. year
eni:olments in theVariobs second-cycle secondary establishments (clasSical and modern lycees,
technical lycéer.z and technical education colleges) correspcinded closely to th.e proportions laid down

13ser cent and 40.,.per cent of the kespective age-group) fOr.1972-1-973.

.1./ Assuming that there is a continued percentage of.internally promoted
adultS trained 'on-ttie..rjob'.

.

0-

.

. .

.2/ Thee are overall.objectives,%which.are sufficient to determine' the aMount
of investment and-the additional human and financial means .to be included
in the'plan. The Programmes detailed by speciality are prePared using:
othei' methods.
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Table 2. Average flows of school and university enrolments, 1972.-U

-

I-. rim wrornil /11 (II wit/ pel.

I 7

I 5

I 4

, I 2

6

4

.1 \Mt 3

1..F.VIA. 5
' ."

I

I 2 '

Second Cycle. short
40 5?.

..$econd_
35 ')

C.

-----:_Secondary. first -cycle'
"T.-10011j

I including special iiii:truction:
for handicapped children)

P

Primary education -
100 eir

(including special . instruction
for handicapped"cliildren

Kindergarten
71.7 7
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Relationships between the development of the structure .and.qualifications
of the actiyp popirIa,tion and the development of teehnical vocational training

ithe higher-education level the difficulty is much greater s i oPpose e si
in the USSR 11,. those holding the French . education baccalaur. I

whichever faculty they choose (Ats,. Science, :\ I et:icine, Economic's, etc. ). Owing to inade-.

quate information and also owing fo 'pre-orientations' which result from the unenlightened choice of
specialisations in Secondary terminal classes; in 1970.consiekTab1e discrepancies appeared between,
the outgoing.,floWs of h5gher education graduates (too .many in Arts, lack of engineers and business

'and management specialists.. etc. ) and the i.or(i.casts sunama:-...zed in Table 1.

In the USSR, the student guidance problem has been solved by setting enrolment 'quotas'

estalgiished for each speciality on the basis ofthe long-term projections for requirements of the
higher specialists.. In..Prance, itwould appear politically .difficult to generalige the 'nurnerus

system o higher e'ducation as a whole, and.a.solution is being Sought in organizing a. More
effectiye itndent guidance system (in 1970, the 'Office National d'InforinationztScolaire et Pnofessioiinelle'
'Or 'O. N I S fl P was set up).

D. Conclusion °

'The Soviet methods and tWe French metl:lods V.Which concern.:the relationships between the deYelop-
.

nient of .-.113.-tructures and qdalifications of the -wOrking,population and the determination of the.

objecti*es .ot'-crOCationaland.technical training that must,be embodied in educational .plans yield a.
wetilth ot information in an respects and would well repay consideration in greer detail.. In the
present paper it has Merely b'een possible to ,shoW their guiding lines.

.Two main lessons can be drawn:'

Firgt, that it is pbgisible to.make long-term employment.prolections that can be:used-for'
1planning vocational and technical training. This belief is questioned 31 .but -this purely negative

questidning is of practiCally no value; it is.better to haye projection&which :may admittedly be
1

verfect than no projections at .all, since in any event one inevitably has to decide what direction.

vocar nal and technicartraining programmes ar.e to take (second and third levels in the edacalional
.1.tystem).-

.

;
'Except for engineering and business s.zhbols, where necruitnient is based-

on a 'nunaerus clausuS'.
N.2t,1east those of the fifth plan -(1966-1970).

fn Ince in particular, by those who suspet such prOjections aspossibly
'encroachin on the f.1---choicte of higher studiesr-

.,

.0,
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2. Second, that it is essentitti o have 'available good 'Statistics.and stlidies of the development
of employment. and its deciding fact 3 rs in order to make projections with an adequate degree of
.probabality. .This'is entirely a pro )i.ern of organization and human and financial means and, in
the final analysis of political will.
3. In any case, for'the reasona.demonstrated above, it is certain that all long-term employment

_ .

projections, no matter how sophistCated, will contain_aa_l_mavoidable margin of error; the solution
can be found only in seeking for more 'polyvalent' training, which will assist the subsequent neceSsary
adaptations in training for employment, and in the organization of an-effective system atpe.rmanent.
education.

-

.7

OnlSr too often the pbssibility of seriously exploring the developMent of
tA working Population is prevent&I by the failure to provide the necesSary
minimum of facilities for information and. research which are the iridispenaable

-pre-requisite.of any projection.
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III. POLITICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE ASPECTS OF THE ORGANIZATION OF
SCHOOL_AND UNIVERSITY PLANNING WORK IN FRANCE KND THE USSR

A. The necessary predominance of the decision-making powers of the .

political authority
In all democracies, the relationship between the technical bodies responsible at the highest level fdr
preparing plans and the political autfiorities is a fundamental problem; owing to the increasing
importanc'e,of the role of highzlevel planning technicians, one muss:

firstly, organize-a 1)road particiPation of the rank and file in the elaboration
and execution of the plan;

_

The solution to these problems:differs with the liblitital-regi-ma:._ in the USSR,- as in France,
-political authorities over all the planning process stages.
secondly, strict control and a true power by the

_ _
'dra& plans' prepared by_lechnical services are discussed by the Council of Mihisters J befo-Fer
the gtovernmental directives on the preparation of the plan are-draWn up. All stages in the planning

process must be supervised and submitted to the perManent choice of the political authOrity, the
-

techpician's asSignment being confined to proposals arid the preparation,of alternatives.
In the USSR, the five-year plan is adopted by the Party CongreSs; the ninth plan (1971-1975)

was*ado7ted br the 24th Congress in April 1971; on the lipis of the report of the President of the
't 'Council of Ministers 'of the USSR, The annual Pl;ns are adopedbe Supreme Soviet:

IdFrance, since the fifth plan, the plan is discussed in tw6 separate parliamentary debates.
The first ,concerns th-emajor polictes of the plan and the" second, a Year later, the detailed programmes,

v64

4.

B: Distribution of authorit betWeen the central lannin bodies and the Minist
(or Ministries) responsible for educational planning

- ?
(a) The content of the educational plan arid the multiplicity of the levels and

types-of decision
ACcordMg to the strict theory of educational plannint, th.e plan-must embOdy all the quantitative and
and qualitative asPects of the development of the educational system. *.

In actual fact, one must realise thatethis overall cbnception of educational plarfriing comprises
a whole set-of widely different decisions:

with respectto their level;. some fall within the provinc e of Parliament, the
, Council orMinisttrs, or Councils of the local authoritieg and educational ,

esuablishments;
with respect to their nature, some involve major financial decisions prepared
by the central planning bodies and decided by the political authorities; wlAile
others concern quantitative Or,qualitative objectives that areincreasingly
specific and are deeided by the Various levels in the administrative hierarchy.j

a'

Together with variants.
2/ _And, in the USSR, by the directing'bodies of the C. P., S. U.
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It is therefore pointless to attempt to find in the 'educational plan' adopted by Parliament
anvtlfing more than the major quantitative objectives (development of school enrolments) and very,
broad guiding lines as to tire qualitative pattern,of the educational system 11.

Tnis reinarkapPlieS equally 'well to both the-USSR and France.

(b) Tlie powers of the central planning bodies and co.-operation with the
Ministry (or Ministries) responsible tor the educational system

Owing to what was said in Chapter I. on the part played by the central planning bodies in preparing
the draft plans and controlling the cohesivenessed fundamental balances of the national.plan, in
the USSR, the G.osplan, and in France the.Cornmissariat du Plan, have the task of_preparing the

aeCisions of the political aUthorities .which set the framework of the financial effort that be made

for general education and for technical arid vocational training.
Thedecisions can be

. ,...._ .......
prepared only..byi.means of a thorough appreciation.of the deVelopknent

---- --

.

o Jet_ Tves-of-the educatiOn_a_l_ssten-.1.whiah is-why, .in both-the USSR and France, the cent l planning
., bodies have their own facilities ror preparing.the educational plan (the Education Departme t of-the

i" Gosplan and the Educational C omMittee Of the,Commissariat du Plan).

-- The centraLschool planning bodies are obliged to Wo..rk in 'close collaboration with theMlnistry:

(or Ministries) responSible_fer the-educational system, which must have its oWn planning units(the.:
. .

iService du Plan', in France, and the Planning and Finance Directoratescin thc: SoViet Ministries)1:'
Fö l' instance, the flow-chart shown in Table 3 surninarizes the working relationship between

the Commissariat du Plan in Frapce-and the Ministry of NationaEducation for preparing the fifth
plan (1966-1970.). .

i.

(c) The competence of the Ministry. of National Education

Notwithstanding the authority of the central planning Services in preparing ihe school plan, in b,Oth
Fratice and the Ussil the Ministl'Y (or Ministiqes). resPOnsibfe for education remain the. technicb.1

,
body resp_onsible for nationail educational policy and in theorY retain full authority, within the fraffie-

,

work of legislation and government .decisions, in such fields, as: .

.structural.refdrnis of the educational -system dtfalllevelsi

4.-

'fixing timetables and syllabases;
organilation of exarninations, etc.

1/ When voting on thc.:4plan or ii the separate bills, Parliarneht can adopt'rnain !.7
directives concerning the reform of syllabuses and methods of educatibn, but
the concrete implementation of the directives is the outcome of a Whole. set of

j decisions by the'Ministry of.National Education:"

2 ,1
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r

In addition, the actual implementation of the plan (creation of new establishments:recruitment
and training of teaching body, etc. ) fall within the province of the Ministry of National Education in
France or the various Ministries involved in the USSR, under. the control, 's true, of the Planning7
Nlinistry J.

(d) The inter-relationships between'the economic-and financial aspecerand
the'pedagogical aspects of the school plan

As has already been stated, Kle can in theory distinguish between the economic apd financial respon-sibihties of the central planning organizations and the'pedagogical' responsibilities of the Ministry
-fion-in defining the content of the school plan.

.

Iii ual practice, this distinction is no easy matter, for a variety of reasons:
Any pedagogical reform (school building standards, timetables, length ofstudies, etc. ) has finahcial repercussions, and in this respect invariablycomes befoe the economic authorities who mAt choose 2./ between the
qualitative improvement of the educationalksystem and other possible uses.for the same amounts of money. This consequently leads, to a certainextent, to the .zentral planning bodies making judgments in strictlypedagogical fields 3/.
In 'anything involving vocational and technical training the central planning'bodies, in their capacity,as the responsible instrument for employment andeconomic development policy, have a direct interest in the policy pursuedin these areas; accordingly, quLitative reforms concerning vocational andtechnical training cannot be prepared without a dialogue between the Ministry__of-Education-1j arid the Ministry for the Plan.

The fundamental principle laid down in Chapter I, namely that the educational plan forms part. ,

and

and
parcel of the economic anriational social plan, thus cOmpeis the,I0ii,iptry of National Education
the Ministry for the Plan to co-operate closely.

It should be noted that this co-operation in educational planning should not beconfined to thework of these two administrative departments, but should extiid through their qualified represen-.ltatives to all directly concerned With the operation of the educational system (Parents of pupils,.
"Iteachers,, representatives of the local communities, employee and worker federations, student''podies, etc. ).

J.
itTliis expression covers the various,

may assume.
2/ Or evaluate the degree

.Where necessary, and
effectiveness' or 'cost-beu.ofit
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.IV. GENERAL CONCLUSIbN

4 1

To conclude, we would again emphasi:.ethe complexity of the relationships that must wly the
economic and social plan as a whole with the educational plan in particular

since in the medium and-long-term the educational plan determines the
advancement of the level of culture of the population, it is a fundamental
factor amongst the social and democratic objectives of the national plan;

sinceit sets the targets for vocational and technical tr aining, the educa-
tional plan is one of the essential instruments in achieving the plan (and
subsequent plans).

in the final analysis, the social, democratic and economic content of the educatiOnal plan
comes down to a matter of financixig.. From this standpoint, and allowing for the ineVitable
financial constraints, the objectives of the educational plan must be weighed.against the alter-
native objectives and means for social and economiC development.

-The ideal of certain planners would perhaps be to have mathematical 'models' available
which would enable the allocation of resources to be optimized thrbughout the various seCtdrs of
economic and social development, including education. Up to now, no model has turned out to be
truly operational and, in both the USSR and France, choices are still made with a certain degree

enwiricism, where the common sense of the technician,and politician play a predominant Part.
P e haps-it-is -better-s ---howeverT-irrnsinceommon-sense-,oTre-mtist-not-tos-ecsiglit of thY

absolute necessity for souild e onomic and social statistics and good methods of analYsi's and
forecasting in.all fields.

Lacking' this, planning would only be a Series 9f blind bets without meaning, instead of
7 being the 'reducer of uncertainty' mentioned by Pierre Mnsse .1j. And to obtain these statistics

and to develop these methodologies, one must above all first train the men and invest in..rtesearch.

:1/ Pierre Masse: Le Plan ou l'anti-hasard, Paris N.RF, 1965,
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